
ON THE OCCASION OF WORLD CHILDREN’S DAY 2021, DPS

STS SCHOOL DHAKA & ABINTA KABIR FOUNDATION

COLLABORATED TO ORGANIZE AN ART COMPETITION

“THE LITTLE ARTIST 3 RELOADED”, FOR THE STUDENTS

OF DPS STS SCHOOL, DHAKA. THE COMPETITION WAS

HELD FOR GRADES 5 – 6 STUDENTS ON THE 18TH

NOVEMBER 2021 AT DPS STS SENIOR CAMPUS. THIS TIME

THE THEME OF THE ART COMPETITION WAS ‘THE

SEASONS OF BANGLADESH’. 

THERE WERE 2 GROUPS IN THE CONTEST: GROUP A -

GRADE 5, GROUP B: GRADE 6, THE ARTWORKS OF THE

STUDENTS WERE JUDGED BY SENIOR ARTISTS OF

BANGLADESH AND WINNERS WERE AWARDED

CERTIFICATES AND THE OPPORTUNITY TO EXHIBIT

THEIR ARTWORKS ON THE PREMISES OF ABINTA

GALLERY OF FINE ARTS.

DPS STS & ABINTA
FOUNDATION ART CONTEST 

DPS STS SCHOOL DHAKA
Creating World Toppers Consistently
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We are delighted to announce that our first-ever

TEDx event - TEDxDPSSTSSchool is going to host a

galaxy of influential achievers from various fields

on the 27th November 2021 from 10 am to 5:30 pm. 

The event will be sure to boost the intelligence of

anyone attending it and will be a very divergent

experience as this form of exposure is quite rare.

TEDxDPSSTSSchool
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American Center (Kolkata), in collaboration with Living

Waters Museum, kicked off an American Spaces funded

project titled, 'Engaging Youth on Climate Action:

Combatting Ecological Challenges Beyond Borders'. The

programme was held on Thursday, 18 November 2021

from 12:00 P.M. to 1:30 P.M. 7 students from DPS STS

School Dhaka participated in the programme. The

programme engaged a new cohort of youth leaders from

Kolkata and Dhaka in a hybrid programme to raise

awareness about climate issues faced by both regions,

especially the vulnerable Sunderbans, a shared mangrove

forest area between India and Bangladesh. The program

started with the screening of a documentary on climate

action and was followed by an interactive session led by

our climate action alumnus Prithviraj Nath on

recognising climate challenges and exploring youth-led

action to address the growing threats in the Sunderbans

area. This cross-border interaction gave the youth an

opportunity to gain a global perspective about climate

issues in the region. Mr. Mark Burrell, Regional Public

Engagement Specialist delivered the opening remarks on

the programme. DPS STS Dhaka students participated in

the program with the support of Ms. Shalini Agarwalla,

Mr. Rajesh Podder, Mr. S. Ranjith and Mr. Nasir Uddin.

CLIMATE ACTION PROJECT

On Wednesday, 24th November, 20 students from Grade

3, Tuesday, 23rd November, 27 students from Grade 2,

and on Monday, 22nd November, 20 students from Grade

1 participated in the “DPS STS School Inter Section Chess

Tournament –2021”. It was a tough competition for the

students as they competed very closely with each other.

The competition was arranged at the DPS STS Junior

Section. The sessions were inaugurated with a good

speech by our Grade Coordinators.

DPS STS SCHOOL INTER SECTION CHESS
TOURNAMENT –2021

“To inculcate kindness into the world,

children need to learn its notion from the very

basics. They tend to learn by following

actions, and one of the defining acts of

solicitude is charity. Involving students in

charitable activities exposes them to people

going through various circumstances in life.

This makes them think deeply about people

who need help and about what they can offer.”

The leading newspaper of the country – The

Daily Star has published an article by our

Honourable Principal Dr. Shivananda CS on

‘Instilling empathy in children’. Read the full

article here:

https://www.thedailystar.net/youth/news/instil

ling-empathy-children-2233076

NEWS ARTICLE

We are glad to share that Honourable Principal Dr.

Shivananda CS, Head of Junior Section Ms. Sumona

Karim, Head of Senior Section Ms. Tarana Majid Ahmad,

Head of Middle Section Ms. Kumkum Habiba Jahan, and

Dean of Academics Ms. Sangeeta Deedwania have

completed a 5-month long ‘Head's Leadership Training

and Management Course’ from Headlamp, India last

month. Heartiest congratulations to them!

HEAD'S LEADERSHIP TRAINING & MANAGEMENT
COURSE FROM HEADLAMP, INDIA

https://www.thedailystar.net/youth/news/instilling-empathy-children-2233076
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“Ideas do not always come in a flash but by diligent trial-

and-error experiments that take time and thought”

- Charles K. Kao. 

This week our Grade 2 students had the fun of exploring

different properties of materials. They predicted,

observed, recorded their data, and presented the result

from their experiments of water absorbency and

magnetism.

SCIENCE EXPERIMENTS

The ‘Mathematics Poster Project Display’ activity was

held on 25th November 2021. Our Learners from Grades

CF to 4 worked on this interesting project. The students

prepared their projects on a particular topic throughout

the week following the guidelines given by their teachers

and submitted those through Google classroom. A

combined video was made for each grade and shared

through Google classroom. All the students got the

chance to witness their friends’ creativity through the

video. It was evident that learners could understand the

concept and could present the concept with their

creativity on the poster. They also exhibited collaborative

learning attributes by encouraging and supporting their

friends through sharing compliments.

MATHEMATICS POSTER PROJECT DISPLAY

Our Grade-4 young learners made vibrant and

informative projects on 'Fixed prayer timing

and number of rakats to be offered for Salah'

as a part of their activity during the Islamiat

class. They were enlightened with the

knowledge during their class times. Using all

their creative ideas, students created their own

projects and shared with the class. They

participated in the project work with great

enthusiasm!

ISLAMIAT CLASS ACTIVITY

We all love to watch movies. Keeping that in mind, this

time our FWF session topic was - ‘Your favourite

movie/cartoon’. On 15th and 18th November, Grades 3

and 4 students enjoyed movie time with their friends by

sharing virtual popcorn. During the session our students

revealed their favourite movie name and explained why it

is favourite to them. They participated in a fun activity

on ‘Guessing the movie name’. They also watched

Bangladeshi award-winning movie on climate change -

‘TOMORROW’. It was a fun-filled session. 

FUN WITH FRIENDS SESSION


